Elementary impulse of interactive process enfolds time and space intervals, curvature, the process casualty, complexity and encodes information Bit. In quantum mechanics any encoding random (uncertain) qubits requires retrieval-erasure or copying, measurements, leading to energy cost for getting physical information. While a logic in a reversible computation does not cost energy. These need to define what information is which is physical (certain) by its origin. Since information initially originates in quantum process with conjugated probabilities, its study should focusing not on physics of observing process' particles but on its information-theoretical essence. Analyzing "anatomy" of the impulse leads to adequate notion of information originating in probabilistic entropy whose cut-erasure produces physical information Bit without necessity of any particles in QM. 
Introduction: Quantum mechanics and impulse information process
Interactions build structure of Universe, and impulse is elementary interactive action whose analytical probabilistic study reveals regularities independent of its physical nature.
The impulses discrete Yes-No or 1-0 actions enable model standard unit of information a Bit which originates in quantum mechanics (QM). Multiple an Observer's probing impulses interact with an observing process (involving a measurement), generating a random process of interactive impulses which stipulate process' oscillation and noise.
That divides an observing process on the Observer's probing and cutting portions at a measurement and acquisition.
Otherwise, the interactive observation is source of randomness which models series of random impulses-as a random process -uncertain before measuring. Path from the observation source to observer's acquisition contains various physical phenomena, whose specifics are still mostly unknown, while Observer interacts-communicates through the process' information substance.
The opposite Yes-No probing actions during the observation quantifies Kolmogorov's 1-0 law [1] for the axiomatic probabilities events in random process. Each of the double probability observation measures the relational (conditional) or Bayesian a prioria posteriory probabilities [(0-1) or (1-0)] along the observing process.
These probabilities measure a virtual probing impulse in observation.
Introducing the double probability quantities allows measuring uncertainty of observation by amount of random conditional entropy as a negative logarithm of a priori-a posteriory probabilities.
Involving both probabilities consequently leads to potential connection-correlation of the events' probabilities in the observation. These basics allows introducing notion of certainty measured by the conditional probability approaching 1 being opposite to the uncertainty measured conditional probability closed to zero.
The quantum mechanics (QM) of moving particles [2] [3] govern Schrodinger's equation, which R. Feynman latter received from variation principle for Feynman's path functional on trajectories of the particles [4] .
The observable movement before measurement (interaction) describes complex pair of conjugated wave functions with the probability amplitude of position, momentum, and other physical properties of a particle. The superimposing conjugated probability amplitudes describe the wave packet with the particle states' probable superposition.
The probabilistic observable particles have uncertain values of a particle's position and momentum or its energy and time up to the measurement which defines their values. The Bayes probability approach to QM is introduced in [5] .
In QM entanglement phenomenon, the quantum states (objects) described with reference to each other, even though the objects may be spatially separated. The entangled objects are connected through the mutual conjugated complex probability amplitudes, the probabilistic particles cohere in the superposition via the quantum correlation. The entangle pair correlations may produce random objects having equal probability ½ as a random Bit (qubit), or a correlation produces multiple qubits other probabilities.
Computing is various encoding the information in the state of a physical system through physically realizable device.
Encoding a Bit extracts it initial position, which erases the bit of information.
According to R. Landauer principle [6] , any logically irreversible manipulation with information, such as encoding leads to erasure the information in a dissipative irreversible process.
Erasure of information Bit requires spending entropy ln 2 S k = which should be delivered outside.
Maxwell demon [7] associates the entropy of Landauer's principle with the acquisition of one information Bit equal to that entropy-as an inevitable cost for the erasure. Erasure of one bit requires at least work ln 2 W kT = which theoretically limits the finite energy recourses or the time of performing such operation.
Ch. Bennett [8] found that any computation can be performed using only reversible steps, and so in principle requires no dissipation and no power spending. However, specific reversible computer needs to reproduce the map of inputs to outputs, erasing everything else that requires the energy cost.
Quantum information cannot be copied with perfect accuracy according to no-cloning principle of Wootters, Zurek, Dieks [9] .
Making a perfect copy of a quantum state measures an observable in the copy, which disturbs the original states of the system.
The acquiring information and creating the disturbance relates to quantum randomness and the errors requiring erasing.
J. Bell [10, 11] shows that the predictions of quantum mechanics cannot be reproduced by any local hidden variable theory, but quantum information can be encoded in nonlocal correlations between the different parts of a physical system, which have interacted and then separated.
In P.W. Shor's algorithm [12] , the properties of the correlations between the "input register" and "output register" of quantum computer functions require huge memory to store.
This nonlocal information is hard to decode, the time of n operations increase grows faster than any power of ln( ) n .
Practical computations either run out of time or run out of memory.
Are there a way to merge memory with the time of memorizing information?
Since any encoding random (uncertain) qubits requires retrieval-erasure and/or copying, measurements, it leads to the energy cost for getting physical information. While a logic in a reversible computation does not cost energy.
These demonstrate the need to define what is information which is physical (certain) by its origin?
Since information initially originates in quantum process with conjugated probabilities, its study should focusing not on physics of observing process' particles but on its information-theoretical essence. That leads to notion of information originating only in probabilistic entropy whose cut erasure produces physical information without necessity of any particles in QM.
Moreover, all real particles are carriers of information, and recovering the particle origin presents actual scientific problem.
2.
Essence of information process in interactive impulse: time, curvature, space, casualty, information, and complexity.
In the interactive observation, the random process' sequence of Kolmogorov's 1-0 probabilities measures Bayesian a priori-a posteriory probabilities which connect the observing sequence in correlation.
That's why analytical "anatomy" of generation of impulse ↓↑ in the impulse-observation for both probing actions and under a priory unpredictable (random) observation is essential for origination information searching in observations by an Observer.
The correlation holds the related time interval [13] of the events hidden within the correlation.
The observing jump-wise Yes action squeezes this time interval ( Kolmogorov's symmetry of the probabilities [14] leads to statistical symmetry of the probabilistic casualty. Quantity of the relational entropy also measures current uncertainty on the path from uncertainty approaching certainty. Thus, this entropy measures the quantity of uncertainty of the probabilistic casualty, which temporally memorizes each current correlation.
The impulse No action cuts (erases) a minimal entropy approaching certainty. Each cutting entropy memorizes the cut, which provides both the reduced process' entropy and discrete unit of the cutting entropy-a Bit. From that follows definition:
information is memorized entropy cutting in random observations which process interactions, arising on a path from reduction uncertainty to certainty. Hence notion of the information arises with origination of a real -certain impulse recovering the observation-certainty through the observing impulse actions directed on reductions of the entropy-uncertainty. Consequently, initial uncertainty is gradually transforming to a more probable process and finally to certainty-as information about the reality, terminating the probabilistic Bayesian entropy casualty measure. Cutting the equivalent entropy of the uncertain casualty originates reality in the information Bit, which become measure of transferring to the certain actual casualty.
In a natural random process, impulse interactions innately cut the process correlations' entropy with possible natural origin of information. Any possessor of information in the interactive observations-natural or artificially created in observations (communications)-we call Information Observer, emerging as indicator of the reality appearing from actual casualty.
A view of natural origin of information from general time-space continuum does not lead to discrete nature of information, while, according to Second Law, entropy increases with observing process' time course.
Impulse interactions discrete time -space continuum, bringing the impulse discrete contributions reducing the entropy, which inverses the time course in an Information Observer.
Definition and measuring information are concepts subsequent to origin of information that is a phenomenon of interactions from which all Universe composes.
When ending No action of the impulse ( Fig.1 ) cuts its entropy, the certainty, emerging at the end of transitional movement within the impulse, fixes the space coordinate, indicating that actual -certain space appears simultaneously with information.
The curving time compresses and hides the space curvature during the transition finalizes transforming uncertain casualty to certain casualty. The space curvature holds the hidden information.
The transitional space geometry leads to appearance of a space Bit, or the impulse information Bit enfolds a space geometry.
Ch. Bennett has found time-space trade-offs in the reversible computation and with connection to complexity [15] .
The information process comprises the observing path from uncertainty to certainty-information, which covers the searching observer processes from uncertain to real processing, containing the sequence of the impulse probing logics, which enclosing time-space geometry, connect the originating discrete information units holding the time-space geometry.
A logical geometrical structure of mutually connected information symbols defines information process, which starts with observing a random process via logic of probing impulses, sequentially cuts the process, creates the discrete information units and their inter-dependencies, integrates them and enfolds in an information geometrical structure of an Observer.
The specific impulse logic determines its complexity algorithm measured by the required quantity of information.
The impulse ( Fig.1 ) No-cutting action precedes some probing logics with its complexity, which the transitional space geometry encloses. Since time coordinate 1/ 2 [ ] p τ is given by a latest correlation which encloses the previous logics, that time interval compresses these logics. Whereas the jump-wise action squeezes this time interval, creating the curvature of transitional space geometry. Therefore, that curvature embraces the squeezed time which enfolded logical complexity.
Thus, transitional curved geometry holds this complexity. That means, the impulse Bit's Yes-No actions include logical complexity of its prehistory, which is enclosed in the impulse space topology, encoding it in each cut.
The same 1-0 impulse with different space topology contains different logical complexity. Or vice versa, space structure of elementary Bit conveys is logic which evaluates the curvature complexity.
Cutting the process correlation retrieves hidden information, which the cut erasure memorizes and can spend on encoding.
The currently observed correlation temporary memorizes a whole pre-history from the starting observation, including the summarized (integrated) entropy. The random process' impulses hold virtually observing random time intervals.
The origin of information associates with impulse ability both cut the correlation and stipulate observing process, generating information under the cut, where memory is the impulse' cut time interval.
The impulse observation, immanently collecting the growing time interval that integrates and temporally memorizes a last posterior correlation, formalizes entropy functional (EF) measuring uncertainty along the random process (formulas (I-III)), which is proportional to the running time intervals (operating according to formulas (1.1),(2.1)).
Multiple cuts of the last posterior correlations during the interactive multi-dimensional observation compose multiple Bits with memories of the collecting impulse' cutting time intervals, which freeze the observing events dynamics in information processes.
The integration of cutting Bits time intervals along the observing time course coverts it to the Information Observer inner time course that is opposite to the observable time course in which the process entropy increases.
The memory encloses the memorized time interval of the bits, and encoding each of such bit does not require additional resources for memory and erasure, which the cutting process' correlation already uses from the retrieval.
The time interval running the erasure of entropy is the memory of the hidden correlation that impulse cuts.
During the same time, the impulse encodes the information bit of cutting correlation and memorizes it.
The memory holds the bit, its curvature, topology, complexity, and also actual causation of the observing prehistory.
The impulse encoding holds the irreversible origin of information. Virtual probing impulses model a reversible encoding.
Thereafter, the above definition of information holds its reality and origination in actual casualty.
The imaginary jumping action creates space-time entropy functions, rotating within space-dimensional impulse [ ] s h l (Secs. 3.4, 3.6). The rotating conjugated entropy' functions of the impulse information process leads to the optimal logic with its spiral geometry. That is why the individual DNA sequence have specific geometry of its impulses' double spiral structure encoding the bits information with its logic.
Theory of information geometry and encoding the Biosystem organization into a double spiral geometry is in [16] .
Finally, the information Bit's geometry measures the impulse time, curvature, space coordinates, casualty, and complexity. Specific mass of physical particle follows from multiplication information mass-density that includes equivalent energy invariant for creating such triplet. The rotating movement may capture the correlated entangled qubits and adjoin them in triple information structure (Fig. 2) . 
The analytical "anatomy" of a discrete impulse and creation of a Bit

Basic mathematical foundation
The integral measure of the observing process trajectories are formalized by an Entropy Functional (EF), which is expressed through the regular and stochastic components of Markov diffusion process t x  [18] [19] [20] : 
Sequence of this probabilities ratios generalizes diverse forms of specific functional relations, represent ed by a series of different transformations. The probability ratio in the form of natural logarithms: The logarithmic measure (IIa) of Markov diffusion process' probabilities approximates the probability ratios for other random processes [21] . Mathematical expectation of random probabilities and entropies in (IIa):
, , P P  [23, 24] .
Minimum of this functional measures closeness above distributions:
after substituting an average probability
defines Bayes probability by averaging this finite sum or integrating [1] .
For each , i k random events , i k A B along the observing process, each conditional a priory probability ( / ) i k P A B follows conditional a posteriori probability
averages the conditional Kolmogorov-Bayes probability for multiple events along the observing process. Random current conditional entropy is
The experimental probability measure predicts axiomatic Kolmogorov probability if the experiment satisfies condition of symmetry of the equal probable events in its axiomatic probability [1] .
• Conditional probabilities satisfies Kolmogorov's 1-0 law [1, p.117] for function ( ) | f x ξ , of , x ξ infinite sequence of independent random variables:
This probability measure has applied for the impulse probing of an observable random process, which holds opposite Yes-No probabilities -as the unit of probability step-function. 
The entropy regular integral functional
S x c t t E x t dt c b t r dt
where for the diffusion process, the following relations hold true: 
The n-dimensional functional integrant (1.4) follows directly from related n-dimensional covariations (1.3), dispersion matrix, and applying n-dimensional function ( ) u t . At given nonrandom function ( ) u t , (1.4) is regular integral which measures the entropy functional of Markov process at the probability transformation (II) with additive functional (Ia), where the integrant averages the additive functional.
Application of variation condition (IV)
Proposition 2.1.
Integral (1.4), satisfying variation condition (IV) at linear function 2 2 ( ) ( ) c t u t c t = = , has form
where the extreme of function (1.4a) holds minimum 
A t s t t A t s t A t s
can be identified by controlling correlation:
Thus, EF (2.10) integrates time of correlation which function ( ) t u t u = cuts. 
Impulse action on the entropy integral
] • (4.3d)
Let us find discrete analog of the integral increments under discrete delta-function (4.3),(4.3a): 
which is a discrete analog of (3.4b), where 
Here u evaluates each impulse interval, which according to the optimal principle is an invariant.
Functions (4.7)-(4.9) apply to additive sum of each increment of the entropy functional: 
Here each impulse interval acquires specific entropy measure:
at the impulse invariant interval u . Relation (4.14) leads to impulse interval
with parts 
Step-control impulse k u δ applies on two equal time intervals:
On first (4.16a), its step-up part [ 1 ] Proofs. The additive sum of entropy increments under impulses (4.7-4.9) satisfies balance condition:
where action
leads to sum of the control intervals:
where from (4.9), (4.13a) follows k u u δ = , and (4.17a) leads to From (4.17b) and relations (4.17d) it follows
(4.18a)
That leads to
and from (4.18) to (4.18f)
Applying sequence of Eqs (4.7-4.9), at fixed invariant control u , leads to 
The control action [ 1 ] Analogously to (4.20a), at the end of k impulse, u + captures information from interval
and supplies it to 1 k + impulse.
• That leads to balance equation for information contributions of 
That determines the impulse cutoff information measure Information contributions at each cut 1 ,
measures density of information at each
− , which is sequentially increases in each following Bit.
Relation (4.25a,b), (4.26) confirm part C of Proposition 4.3. Such Bit includes three parts: 1-the cutting step-down control's information delivered by capturing external entropy of random process; 2-the cutoff information, which this control cuts from random process; 3-the information delivered by the impulse step-up control, which being transferred to the nearest impulse, keeps information connection between the impulses, providing persistence continuation of the impulse sequence during the process time T .
Corollaries 4.2.
A.The additive sum of discrete functions (4.4) during the impulse intervals determines the impulse information measure equals to Bit, generated from the cutting entropy functional of random process.
The step-down function generates 1 / 8 0.75 0.875Nat + = from which it spends 1/ 8 Nat for cutting correlation while getting 0.75 Nat from the cut.
Step-up function holds 1/ 8 Nat while 0.675 Nat it gets from cutting 0.75 Nat , from which 0.5Nat it transfers to next impulse leaving 0.125 Nat within k impulse. The impulse has 1/ 8 0.75 1/ 8 1Nat + + = of total 1.25Nat from which 1/ 8 Nat is the captured entropy increment from a previous impulse. The impulse actually generates 0.75 1 Nat Bit ≅ , while the step-up control, using1/ 8Nat ,transfers 2 / 8Nat information to next k impulse, capturing 1/ 8Nat from the entropy impulse between k and 1 k + information impulses. B.From total maximum 0.875 , the impulse cuts minimum of that maximum 0.75 Nat implementing minimax principle. By transferring overall 0.375Nat to next 1 k + impulse that k impulse supplies it with its maximum of 1/ 3 0.75Nat × from the cutting information, thereafter implementing principle maximum of minimal cut. C.Thus, each cutting Bit is active information unit delivering information from previous impulse and supplying information to following impulse, which transfers information between impulses. Such Bit includes: the cutting step-down control's information delivered through capturing external entropy of random process; the cutoff information, which the above control cuts from random process; the information delivered by the impulse step-up control, which being transferred to the nearest impulse, keeps information connection between the impulses, providing persistence continuation of the impulse sequence. D. The amount of information that each second Bit of the cutoff sequence condenses grows in three times, which sequentially increases the Bit information density. At the invariant increments of impulse (4.4), every k u compresses three previous intervals 1 k u − , thereafter sequentially increases both density of interval k u and density of these increments for each following 1 k + impulse.
• •
Information path functional in n-dimensional Markov process under n-cutoff discrete impulses
The IPF unites information contributions extracting along n dimensional Markov process: 
which measures density of information at each
Since sequence of , 1,..., ∆ and k δ are reduced to zero in limit:
C. Total sum of the descending time distances at satisfaction (5.4-5.6):
is finite, converging to total interval of integrating entropy functional (2. 2.1).
D. Sum of information contributions
[ / ]
− is converging to both path functional integral and the entropy increments of the initial entropy functional: [ / ] 1/ 2 ( ), k 1,....,
where each integrant (5.8a) is an entropy density, which impulse control k u converts to information density.
Hence, information density at infinite dimensions is finite. 1.2. Sum of the invariant information contributions on the discrete intervals increases, whereas (5.8) integrates the previous contributions. This allows integrates any number of the process' connected information Bits, providing total process information including both random inter-states' and inter-Bits connections.
•
The increments of correlation functions within optimal interval 
If both entropy measure of these controls: 
Entropy of control (5.17): bring total imaginary entropy (potential) influx: 
Step-down ( ) 
Step functions [ ] ( Relations (6.1-6.6) lead to following specifics of the microprocess.
6.1a.
Step functions The opposite jumps (6.8a) initiate relative increments of entropy: 
Conjugated dynamics of the microprocess within the impulse
* 1 / t S t u S δ δ ± = , 1 [ ( 1),( 1)
) ( ), ( ) ( 1) ( ) S t j S t S t j S t
Solutions of (6.9a) describe opposite process' entropies-function of relative time ( 1), The entanglement, starting with (6.13a), continues at (6.13b) and up to cutting all entangled entropy increments.
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The 0 k t τ =  locality evaluates the 0 k -vicinity of action of inverse opposite functions (6.9), whose signs imply the signs of increments in (6.13b) and in the following formulas. The subsequent step-up function changes increment (6.13b) according to Eqs (6.14b) Trajectories (6.10-6.14) describe anti-symmetric conjugated dynamics of the microprocess within the impulse, which up to the cutting is reversible, generating the entangled entropy increments (6.14a).
Cutting this joint entropy at moment (6.6) ).
Probabilities functions of the microprocess
Amplitudes of the process probability functions at which evaluates probability of real impulse' physical strength of coupling independently chosen entropy fractions.
The initially orthogonal non-interacting entropy fractions (6.17) , creates initial information triplet with probability 1 → , which initiates elementary information network as a unit of collective intelligence [17] .
Examples. Let us find which of the entropy functional expression meets requirements (4.1A,B) within discrete intervals
under opposite functions , u u Following relations (4.11), we get entropy increments 
We get the entropy expressions through opposite directional discrete functions in (6.23a,b):
which satisfy additivity at While for each
satisfaction of both 4.1A, B: 
o t → , these admit an instant existence of both ( 1 1 )
Thus, under function (6.25) entropy expressions are imaginary:
at their multiplicative and additive relations: 
S S S S S S S jS S jS S S S S
+ − ± ± + − + − + − + − + − − = + − × = − = = − = ,(6.
Information dynamic processes determined by EF and IPF functionals 3.7.1. The EF-IPF connection.
Since the IPF functional integrates finite information and converges with the initial entropy functional, which had expressed through the additive functional, the EF covers both cutoff information contributions and entropy increments between them. The IPF at integrates unlimited discrete sequence of the EF cutoff fractions. The integration of the discrete fractions and solving a classical variation problem for the IPF to find continuous extreme dynamics presents a difficult mathematical task. Integral (2.1.4) measures the EF and IPF maximal limit approaching EF at ( ) 0, o t T n → → → ∞ and avoids the direct access to Markov random process. Extreme of this integral provides dynamic process ( ) x t , which minimizes the distance (IV) and dynamically approximates movement to evaluating transition to Feller kernel.
Initial entropy functional (I) presents potential information functional of the Markov process until the applied impulse control, carrying the cutoff increments, transforms it to physical IPF (5.1). Process carries information collected by the maximal IPF at , as the IPF information dynamic macroprocess [26] , when each interval .
Increment of the EF at the end of interval 0 m o → approaches zero satisfying:
The IPF extracts the finite amount of integral information on all cutoff intervals, approaching initial [ / ] t t S x ς  (I) before its cutting. The sequential cuts on ( ) T s − lose the process correlations and the states functional connections, which transforms the initial random process to a limited sequence of independent states. In the limit, the IPF (with probability (V)-within each cutoff) extracts a deterministic process, which approaches the EF extremal trajectories. Thus, information, collected from the diffusion process by the IPF, approaches its source, measured by the EF, when intervals become infinite small .
However without impulse action releasing information from the EF is unfeasible. Impulse composes Yes-No actions founding Bit and all communications (Secs.2.3). Solutions of (7.6) takes forms ,(7.7a) ,
where moment e t t = of reaching minimal entropy functional identifies Eqs (2.2.12a,b).
Correlation function for microprocess (7.7): control, cutting the entropy influx, does not cover it, the states' correlation will not dissolve, and the state, carrying both opposite controls, will hold during the correlation. It corresponds the states' entanglement, which may exists between the entropy gap (5.26a,b) balancing entropy (5.29) at the anti-symmetric actions.
Process (7.7) is microprocess on compared to macroprocess (7.3a).
[ ] ( ) [ ( )] [ ( )] ( ) E a x t E cx t cE x t cx t
jux t x t jux t
t Cu t x t Cu t x t C jut x t C jut x s x s
x t x s ut jSinut x t x s ut jSinut
The microprocess becomes an inner part of the dynamics process, minimizing distance (IV), when its time intervals satisfy optimal time between the impulse cutoff information at
It implies that imaginary time interval (5.5b) triples the cutoff discrete intervals:
while microprocess (7.7) is within these cutoff discrete intervals.
To find dynamic process , we consider solution of (7.3) under real control (7.5) starting at moment
x t x s u t
approximating an extreme of the entropy functional within each following from (2.2.10).
Solutions in form Information, collected from the diffusion process by the IPF, approaches the EF entropy functional. Finding process which the EF generates requires solution of the EF variation problem.
The solution of variation problem for the entropy functional
Applying the variation principle to the entropy functional, we consider an integral functional , 
x t cdt x t ct t s b t b s x t cs b t b s
+ + + + = = = = t t s ∆ = − ( ) exp[ ( ) / ( )], ( ) exp( ), ln( ( )) / , ( ) ( ), o o o o o o o o k k k k k k k k k k x tcs b t b s x s cs c x s s x s x s+ + + + + + + + = = = = ( ) exp[ln( ( )) ( ) / ( )] exp[ln( ( )) / )],ln ( ) ln( ( )) / o o o o k k k k k k x t x
s b t b s x s t s x t x s t s
is defined for function of action , which on extremals Eq.(8. 
In this approach, involving no material entities, physical process begins with the real probing action, and physical coupling may start with minimizing this entropy beginning the information process.
At real cut of posteriory probability Minimal entropy cost on covering a gap during it conversion to information is 0.0636 ev s Nat ≅ [17] .
Theoretical start of observation (8.26 ) is a potential until an Observer gets information from that entropy. If we define the launch of real Information Observer by minimal converting entropy (8.28) , then opening real observation defines entropy of first real 'half-impulse' probing actions (8.27 ), which could be multiple for a many dimensional process. Since the potential observing physical process with structural entities is possible with entropy (8.26), this observation we call virtual until real observation generating information Observer starts and confirms it. The term 'virtual' associates with physically possibility, until this physical objectivity becomes information-physical reality for the information Observer. Specifically, if start of virtual observation associates with entropy binding primary a priori-a posteriory probability (8.25) , then Virtual Observer identifies entropy of appearing potential structures (8.26 
S t S t S t t t Sin t Sin t t Cos t t Cos t
It bring both real and imaginary initial conditions: 
where v is a control reduced to the state vector x , allows finding optimal control v that solves the initia l variation problem (VP) and identifies matrix under this control's action. 
, the controllable matrix gets form 
and ratio
Relation (8.40a) for a single dimension, at
, leads to
which after applying Brownian relation (2.1.3)
connecting (8.40c) with information speed on beginning of interval
(3e)-Equation for conjugated vector (8.17) for each extremal segments follows from relation: 
, brings solutions of (8.36) by the end of this interval:
Substituting this solution to the right side of
and the its derivative to the left side leads to
, or to connection of both matrixes A τ (at the interval beginning) for the closed system (8.39) in the forms: The initial conditional probability measure (1.1.2) along the extremal trajectory determines the extremal EF:
where starting probability . Conjugate vector
for a single dimension holds
The EF-IPF estimate the invariant's information measure ( ) o k γ a , which allows count both the segment's and inter-segment's increments: 
estimates the IPF entropy with a maximal process' probability. Knowing this entropy allows encoding t he random process using the Shannon formula for an average optimal code-word length: [17, 26, 28] , where the dynamics' scale parameter , k m α γ depends on a frequency spectrum of observations detecting through k γ .
The observer IMD self-scales the observation to build the observer time-space distributed information network. These relations allow finalize not only applications of main general result but also validate them numerically.
Discussing the theoretical results
Initial entropy functional (V) presents a potential information functional of the Markov process until the applied impulse control, carrying the cutoff contributions (3. 2.3.5), transforms it to the informational path functional (3.2.5.1).
Markov random process is a source of each information contribution, whose entropy increment of cutting random states delivers information, hidden between these states. The finite restriction on the cutting function determines the discrete impulse's step-up and step-down controls, acting between impulse cutoff ,which hold the information received on and transfers it on while starting interval following next cutoff, delivers new hidden process' information, and so on.
Cutting entropy on produces the equivalent physical information and memorizes it.
That is why information is a physical entity, which distinguishes from entropy that can be virtual. In a multi-dimensional diffusion process, the step-wise controls, acting on the process all dimensions, sequentially stops and starts the process, evaluating the multiple functional information. Impulses delta-function or discrete implement transitional transformations (II), initiating the Feller kernels along the process and extracting total kernel information for -dimensional process with cuts off. The maximal sum measures the interstates information connections held by the process along the trajectories during its real time , which are hidden by the random process correlating states.
The EF functional information measure on trajectories is not covered by traditional Shannon entropy measure. The dissolved element of the functional's correlation matrix at the cutoff moments provides independence of the cutting off fractions, leading to orthogonality of the correlation matrix for these cut off fractions. Intervals between the impulses do not generate information, being imaginary-potential for getting information, since no real double controls are applying within these intervals. The minimized increments of entropy functional between the cutoffs allow prediction each following cutoff with maximal conditional probability. A sequence of the functional a priori-posteriori probabilities provides Bayesian entropy measuring a probabilistic causally, which is transforming to physical casualty in information macrodynamics. Sum of information contributions, extracted from the EF, approaches its theoretical measure (I) which evaluates the upper limit of the sum. Since the sum of additive fractions of the EF on the finite time intervals is less than EF, which is defined by the additive functional, the additive principle for a process' information, measured by the EF is violated.
Each -cutoff "kills" its process dimension after moment o k τ + , creating process that balances killing at the same rate [29] .
Then k n = , and condition (3.5.1) requires infinite process dimensions, continuing the processes balance creation.
The EF measure, taken along the process trajectories during time , limits maximum of total process information, extracting its hidden cutoff information (during the same time), and brings more information than Shannon traditional information measure for multiple states of the process.
The limited time integration and the last cutting correlation bind the EF last cut.
Maximum of the process cutoff information, extracting its total hidden information, approaches the EF information measure.
Or total physical information, collected by IPF in the infinite dimensional Markov diffusion process, is finite. Since rising process dimension up to increases number of the dimensional kernels, information of the cutting off kernels grows, and when the EF transforms to the IPF kernels, the IPF finally measures all kernels finite information.
Total process uncertainty-entropy, measured by the EF is also finite on the finite time of its transition to total process certaintyinformation, measured by the IPF. The EF integrates this time (3.2.1.2) along the trajectories.
The IPF formally defines the distributed actions of multi-dimensional delta-function on the EF via the multi-dimensional additive functional (Ia), which leads to analytical solution and representation by Furies series. The delta-impulse, generating spectrum of multiple frequencies, is a source of experimental probabilities in formal theory [1] .
Since entropy requires a direction of time course -arrow of time, cutting entropy memorizes the cutting time interval which freezes the probability of events with related dynamics of information micro-macroprocess.
The cutting off random process brings information Bit that includes: information delivered by capturing external entropy during transition to the cut; information cut from the random process; information transferring to the nearest impulse that keeps persistence continuation of the impulse sequence and the Bits.
Such persistent Bit sequentially and automatically converts entropy to information, holding the cutoff information of random process, which connects the Bits sequences in the IPF.
The connecting Bit is different from that cutoff from random process [17] .
The IPF maximum, integrating unlimited number of Bits' units with finite distances, limits the total information carrying by the process' Bits.
The limited total time of collecting the cutoff information (at ) decreases the time interval of each cutoff, which increases the inclusive quantity of information extracted on this interval. At the same cutting off information for each impulse, density of this information, related to the impulse interval, grows, which integrates sum of all previous cutoffs. ∆ moves to automatically convert its entropy to information, working as Maxwell's Demon [7] , which enables compensate for the transitive gap (Sec.3.5) from entropy to information. The macroprocess, integrating the imaginary entropy between impulses with an imaginary microprocesses and the k δ cutoff information of real impulses, builds information process of the collected entropy converted to physical information process. The EF extremal trajectories describe the IPF information macroprocess which averages all the microprocess.
At n → ∞, such information macroprocess is extremals of both EF and IPF.
The EF imaginary entropy, measured by logarithmic conditional probability of the observing random process, is distinct from Boltzmann physical entropy satisfying Second Thermodynamic Law. The EF-IPF transformations provide the Information Path from Randomness and Uncertainty to Information, Thermodynamics, and Intelligence of Observer [17] . This includes a virtual observer, acting with imaginary control and integrating imaginary entropy increments in EF, which is mathematically established in Secs.3.2.2.5-2.6 and numerically verified in Secs.3.2.2.8a, b. Actual information observer acts with real control cutting impulse's information, which integrates the IPF. During the process' time-space observation, the virtual and actual Observer rises, created on a Path from uncertainty to certainty-information without any priory physical law. Multiple interactive impulse actions on the above Path coverts the integrated maxmin entropy to information in real time-space, transforming the information to physical laws. The information processes correctly describe all worlds' natural process because they logically chose and connect all observations in certain-most probable sequence of events, which include hidden information between interacting events. Primary virtual observer through probing impulses sequentially increases the observing correlations, reducing entropy fractions, and integrates them in entropy functional. The chosen certain fractions create the information observer whose path functional integrates the fractions in information process, describing a factual events-series as physical processes. According to Feynman [30] , a physical law describes the most probable events of observation process, which implies applying a variation principle (VP) for finding the law. However, a common form of arising physical law formulates only the informational VP whose solution brings maximal probability on the VP extremals-information processes (Sec.3. 2.2.8).
Estimation of information hidden by interstates' connection of the diffusion process, other applications
The evaluated information effect of losing the functional's bound information at the cutoff moments holds amount of 0.5 Nats (~0.772 bits)(1. This result is applicable to a comparative information evaluation of the divided and undivided fractions of an information process, measured by corresponding EF, where each two bits of undivided process' pair contains 0.772 bits more hidden information, measured by the functional. That means that information process holds more information than any divided number of its fractions, and the considered entropy functional, measured this process, evaluates the quantity of information that connect these fractions. Moreover, by knowing this initially hidden information, one could determine which information is necessary to connect the data, being measured separately, toward composing a unit of some information process. According to the evaluation of an upper bound entropy per an English character (token) [31] , its minimum is estimated by 1.75 bits, with the average amount between 4.66-7 bits per character. The evaluation includes the inner information bound by a character. At minimal entropy per symbol in 1 bit, a minimal symbol's bound information is 0.75, which is close to our evaluation at the cutoff.
